
Minutes of the meeting of the Transition Cambridge Food Group 

The Geldart, Ainsworth Street 

1.7.2009 

 
Present:  Emily Bingley, Dave Fox, Ceri Galloway, Phillipa Grimstone, * Ivan Ivanovic, 

Dave Jackson, Jason Palmer, * Nick Palmer, Martin Roach, Jacky Sutton-Adam, Pippa Vine, 

Kim Warren, Rowan Wylie  * = new members 

 

Apologies:  Nicola Terry 

 

1. Minutes 

The minutes of the last meeting were approved.   

 

2. Matters arising 

i) Jacky reported that she had not yet placed the mission statement on the website, but would 

do so. 

 

3 Environment Week 

Approximately £87 had been donated at the Food Group and Transition Cambridge stalls on 

Parker's Piece on 13 June. Around 100 seedlings had been given away, and those left over had 

been donated to the Trumpington plant swap. The plants were thought to make the Food 

Group stall attractive to visitors. Courgette plants were also given out at the entrance to the 

marquee, alerting people to the stalls. Lots of people had asked to be added to the Transition 

Cambridge mailing list. 19 had expressed a particular interest in the Food Group. Rowan had 

a collection of post-it notes with ideas for activities from the event. It was suggested that the 

Food Group should receive a share of the money collected on the stalls. 

 

Around 40 people had attended the talk given by Rosie Cox, some of them new to Transition 

Cambridge. There had been a good debate at the end. The possibility of involving Rosie in the 

work of the Food Group was raised, perhaps by giving further talks, or helping with surveys. 

A CSA day, perhaps involving Rosie, and Kirstin Glendinning, was suggested. 

 

Jacky reported that she had made £12.80 profit from her wild food talk, which she wished to 

donate to the Food Group funds. Only 3 people had attended the transition tales events, but 

the timing was not good. The plant swap had also not been particularly well-attended. It was 

suggested that perhaps there were too many events in the festival, and that the group should 

be selective in what it decided to include in the programme. 

 

4. Garden Share scheme 

About 5 more people had registered for the scheme. There were many more people wanting to 

grow vegetables than those with gardens, and acquiring  more gardens was vital. Another 

approach to Age Concern was a possibility, although communications with the age group 

could be difficult. A volunteer able to answer the phone during the day was thought to be 

necessary. The possibility of finding a volunteer from Age Concern was raised, or from 

COPE. Publicity options were discussed, including leafleting, gardening journals, parish 

newsletters, and the WI. It was agreed that the postponed interview on Radio Cambridgeshire 

should be pursued if possible. It was important to use the positive feedback and results 

already achieved. It was suggested that a mentoring scheme might encourage people to start 

growing vegetables. 

 

Jacky had been approached by the neighbour of someone who did not appear to be making 

use of his garden, suggesting that he could be approached to join the scheme. However, it was 

felt that the situation was not right for an approach. 

 



5. Grow Your Own 

The penultimate session had taken place, and a lot of vegetables had been harvested. Only 

five people had attended. The final session was scheduled for 25 July. Kim reported that food 

storage was a popular topic. she had asked participants if they would be interested in meeting 

up later in the year, and had received some positive replies. October was suggested. It was felt 

that evaluation of the course was vital for setting up a framework for possible future courses. 

It needed to contain precise questions, which would generate helpful feedback, not just 

expressions of enthusiasm. The possibility of inviting Rosie Cox to the last session, and 

asking for her help in designing such a questionnaire was raised. Kim commented on the 

amount of work involved in running the course, and expressed a view that she would not do it 

again unless she received some payment. The group agreed that those involved should receive 

some payment, and that the course fees could easily be higher without putting too many 

people off. The group unanimously agreed that similar courses should be run in the future if at 

all possible. 

 

6. Cambridge Carbon Footprint Grow Your Own and appeal for help 

It was announced that CCF would be running a Grow Your Own session on Monday 

July 6th, at 7pm, on Rosemary Randall's allotment on Stourbridge Grove if fine. 

 

An appeal had also been received by CCF for 'Grow your own' enthusiasts to help at a 

'Greener Britain' day being organised by HeartFM on Christs Piece's on Friday July 

10
th

. This would involve sitting behind a stall showing people how to grow plants in 

socks/loo rolls, etc. 
 

7. Allotments 

Dave reported that Nicola had offered him helpful feedback on how best to present 

the statistics that he had gathered in his April allotment survey. There appeared to be a 

ca. 20% rise in the numbers on waiting lists. He planned to conduct another survey in 

September, then to approach the Council again in December to request information on 

what had been done to improve the situation. The Council had taken some action to 

remove tenants who were not looking after their plots, and had also divided up some 

plots, to enable more people to have one, but the smaller plots were not adequate for 

many people's needs. Some improvements had also been made to the Council's 

allotment webpages.  
 

8. EERA 

It was reported that Nicola had made an individual response to EERA. However, others who 

had tried reported that the online form was complicated, and required something to be put in 

every field, even if it was not relevant. A suggestion was made that if individuals had no time 

to make a detailed response, they could at least say that food had been omitted from the 

planning process to date. Advice on how to approach planning bodies could perhaps also be 

sought from "Growing communities". 

 

9. Food Group publicity 

Rowan agreed to contact someone called Hilary, who had offered help with designing leaflets 

or posters. Nicola had offered the use of her colour printer. 

 

10. Preserving food 

Maggie Craig, from a group called Sustainable Shelford, had contacted the group with the 

idea of jointly purchasing an apple press, or alternatively organising apple collections in the 

autumn, and taking them to Cam Valley Orchards to make into juice. They would crush, 

juice, pasteurise and bottle fruit for £1 per bottle, but needed batches of 200lbs of fruit (which 

made about 70 bottles of 750mls). Martin agreed to discuss ideas with Maggie. Other 



possibilities for hiring or getting the use of a press were also discussed, as was jam- and 

chutney-making, including the hire of a suitable kitchen. 

 

The idea of a subgroup to reduce food waste was put forward. 

 

11. Offer of permaculture advice 

Ceri had made contact with Janet Holden, and she seemed keen to run a course. Janet was 

currently on holiday, but Ceri hoped to meet her on her return, and discuss ideas. Ceri also 

agreed to contact the national organisation. 

 

12. Group funds 

Martin agreed to act as a point of contact for those who had incurred expenses during 

Environment Week. He also agreed to contact Nicola about what she had paid for printing. It 

was noted that Nicola had very kindly offered to pay part of the printing costs. There was a 

suggestion that a donation to group funds should be made at each meeting. However, it was 

felt that the Steering Group should perhaps be approached for a kitty, as it was applying for 

two grants. 

 

13. Next meeting 

The Geldart room would be booked for 7.30pm on 15 July. Jason agreed to chair. 

 

14. AOB 

(i) Food Group involvement in the Open Space event on 15 July was discussed. A wish list 

had been suggested by the Steering Group, and it was thought that the group's needs were for 

someone to act as a co-ordinator for older people who would like to offer their gardens to the 

Garden Share scheme, and for people to join a Reducing food waste subgroup. 

(ii) Dave Jackson proposed to nominate Dave Fox for one of the Radio 4 Food and Farming 

awards. This was enthusiastically approved by the group. 

(iii) The BBC was taking its "Dig In" van to the Big Weekend event on Parker's Piece on 

Sunday 12 July. It had offered space to the Food Group if volunteers were available. Several 

people offered to help. 

(iv) It was suggested that Transition Cambridge and Food Group events should be put onto 

the regional Transition Towns website. Ceri agreed to send the link for this to Nicola. 

(v) Andrew Poulton, Senior Economic Policy Officer with Cambridge City Council, had 

contacted the group about involvement with the City Council Economic Development Plan. 

One of his main ideas was a food co-operative. It was thought that he could usefully be put in 

touch with existing groups such as the Lensfield Road shop. A farmers' co-operative possibly 

also already existed. The idea of inviting him to a meeting was put forward, although it might 

cause conflicts of interest. Ceri agreed to continue to correspond with him. 

(vi) The Big Lunch was discussed again. It was decided that the group did not have time to 

organise an event to coincide with the national day. 

(vii) The appearance of a new transition book was noted, though it received mixed comments. 

(viii) The Steering Group was hoping to run a Transition training weekend, and needed to 

know how many people would be interested in it in order to assess whether it was viable. The 

full cost was £100, although it was hoped that a few reduced cost places would be available.  

(ix) The Well-being group was running a day of activities on Saturday 9 July. 


